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PREPARED BY
Animal Husbandry Research Division and Human Nutrition Research
Division, Agricultural Research Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture ; and
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S. Department of the Interior
This bulletin supersedes Home and Garden Bulletin 15, "Freezing Meat and Poultry
Products for Home Use."
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Freezing is an excellent method of preserving meat and fish. It can be done
simply and effectively at home if—
a Meat and fish are carefully selected,
prepared, and packaged ; and
□ Home freezing equipment freezes
quickly at 0° F. or lower, and maintains
these temperatures for storage of frozen
products.
Too high or constantly changing storage
temperatures cause even properly pack-,
aged and frozen foods to lose quality and
food value.

GENERAL FREEZING
PROCEDURES
D Freeze only high-quality fresh meat
and fish. Freezing does not improve quality.
D Keep all food to be frozen—and anything that touches it—clean. Freezing
does not sterilize food; the extreme cold
simply slows down changes that affect

quality or cause spoilage in food.
D Thoroughly chill meat and fish (to below 40° F.) within 24 hours. Hang meat
up to chill. Chill meat at a temperature
of 33° to 36° F. Chill pork and veal, 1 to
2 days ; beef and lamb, 5 to 7 days (to make
more tender).
D Prepare and package in quantities to
be cooked at one time.
□ Protect all foods to be frozen by
wrapping or packaging carefully in recommended materials.
Proper packaging
keeps foods from drying out and prevents
air from entering the closed package and
causing oxidation. Suit the packaging
(wrapping materials, waxed cartons, bags,
containers, etc.) to the kind, shape, and size
of the food, and to its consistency—
whether the pack is solid or liquid.
□ Label each package with the date,
kind and type of product, and weight or
number of servings or pieces.
□ Freeze quickly at 0° F. or lower.
Turn the temperature control in the home

freezer to the coldest position to speed up
freezing and help prevent warming of
stored frozen food. To freeze a maximum
load and reduce it to storage temperature,
wait 24 hours before returning the control
to storage position ; for a half load or less,
8 to 12 hours is sufficient.
□ Limit the amount of food frozen at
one time in a home freezer to 2 pounds per
cubic foot of total storage space. Place the
unfrozen packages against a refrigerated
surface. Arrange them so that they do not
touch any packages of frozen food stored
in the freezer. If necessary, use a board or
heavy cardboard, such as corrugated carton
material, between the frozen and unfrozen
packages to prevent them from coming in
contact with each other.
n Store at 0° F. or lower.
□ Limit storage time. See the table on
page 20 for maximum storage times recommended for foods in moisture-vaporproof or moisture-vapor-resistant wrappings.
n Cook thawed foods promptly.

CUTTING METHODS
BEEF AND VEAL
Cut the loin (4), rib (5), chuck (8), and
round (2) into roasts or steaks. Cut the
rump (3) into roasts. Cut the shanks (1),
flank (6), plate (7), and neck (9) into
pieces for stew or soup or bone them for
ground meat. Broken line shows location
of bone in chuck and foreleg.

LAMB
Trim the legs (1) and shoulders (4) into
uniform-sized roasts; cut rib (3) and loin
(2) into chops; bone breast (5), shanks,
and neck for stew or ground lamb.
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PORK
Cut or slice the ham (1), loin (2), and
shoulder (4) into roasts, steaks, or chops.
Trim the thin bacon strip (3) for curing,
or cut into boiling pieces. Trim all meat
closely, using lean for sausage and fat for
lard.

BONING THE CUTS
To save storage space, bone the cuts or trim them into smooth, compact pieces.
Directions for boning and trimming are given below.
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BEEF AND VEAL
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Cut the thick rih roast (A) from the chuck {B).
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Remove bone from chuck for boneless roast.

Cut round (A),
rump (B), sirloin (C), and
T-bone steaks
(D).

Remove bone from round and cut into tip (A), top (B), and bottom (C) round.
N-49779
The result: Compact, smoothly trimmed cuts, ready for wrapping.
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PORK

Cut ham (A) at right angles to hind shank (B).
Remove the two-rib shoulder (A).

Cut the thick loin (A) from the
bacon (B).
Remove spareribs from the bacon.
Trim ham (A), hnenv (fí), and s^honlder (C) smooUihi. To xarc frcczt r
space these ci't>i cm he cured and
smoked.
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LAMB
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Cut to give: A five-rib shoulder (A), leaving other ribs on rack (B), loin (C), and leg (D).
Bone and roll to give a compact shoulder roast.
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Prepare short-cut
chops to save
storage space.

Trim leg roasts (A and
B) smoothly, and cut
leg chops (C).
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MEAT YIELDS
Owners of home freezers and users of
freezer lockers are interested in the approximate number of pounds of various
meat cuts that can be obtained from a
given slaughtered meat animal or dressed
carcass.
In the accompanying- tables, examples
are given of the approximate trimmed cut
yield from slaughtered and chilled beef
carcass (table 1), forequarters (table 2),
hindquarters (table 3), slaughtered and
chilled hog carcass (table 4), and slaughtered and chilled lamb carcass (table 5).
All trimmed meat cut yields are figured
after surplus fat and bone have been removed from carcasses.

T.\m K 2.
■ (if trimmed
forequarters
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FISH
SELECTION
Fish may be frozen in a variety of forms
or cuts as shown here :

Whole—as they come from the water.

BN-17627-X

Drawn—whole fish with entrails removed.

BN-17629—X
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Dressed or pan-dressed—whole fish with
scales and entrails removed, usually with
head, tail, and fins removed.
BN-17630-X
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Steaks—cross-section slices from large
dressed fish.

BN-17628-X

Fillets—sides of the fish, cut lengthwise
away from the backbone.
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CLEANING AND DRESSING
Usually it is best to freeze fish in package form. For home use, packaged fish
has two advantages (1) it takes considerably less storage space because waste portions—head, entrails, backbone, fins, and
tail—have been removed, and (2) it can
be packaged in the right amount to fit family needs for one meal.

Follow these steps in cleaning and dressing fish :
1. Wash fish. Remove scales by scraping the fish gently from the tail to the head
with the dull edge of a knife.
2. Remove the entrails after cutting the
entire length of the belly from the vent to
the head. Remove the head by cutting
above the collarbone.
3. Break the backbone over the edge of
the cutting board or table.
4. Remove the dorsal or large back fin
by cutting the ñesh along each side, and
pulling the fin out. Never trim the fins
off with shears or a knife because the bones
at the base of the fin will be left in the fish.
5. Wash the fish thoroughly in cold running water. The fish is now dressed or
pan dressed, depending on its size.

2. Removing head.

3. Breaking backbone.

4. Removing dorsal fin.

I. Scaling fish.
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6. Large dressed fish may be cut crosswise into stea"ks for freezing, if desired.
Cut steaks about % of an inch thick.
7. To fillet: With a sharp knife, cut
down the back of the fish from the tail to
the head. Then cut down to the backbone
just above the collarbone. Turn the knife
flat and cut the flesh along the backbone
to the tail, allowing the knife to run over
the rib bones. Lift off the entire side of
the fish in one piece, freeing fillet at the
tail. Turn the fish over and cut fillet from
the other side.
8. If you wish, you may skin the fillets.
Lay the fillet flat on cutting board, skin side
down. Hold the tail end with your fingers,
and cut through the flesh to the skin.
Flatten the knife on the skin and cut the
flesh away from the skin by running the
knife forward while holding the free end
of the skin firmly between your fingers.
9. Commercial practice indicates that it
is a good idea to give fish steaks and fillets
a 30-second dip in a 5-percent salt solution
before wrapping and freezing. To make a
5-percent salt solution, use % cup salt to
1 gallon of water.

5. Cutting fish steaks.

6. Cutting from tail to head.

7. Cutting along backbone.
IS

8. Lifting out fillet.

FISH YIELDS (APPROXIMATE)
Edible puftiuii
(Percent)
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WRAPPING, FREEZING, AND
STORING
Wrap meat and fish to be frozen in moisture-vapor-resistant covering's to make the
pacliage airtight and prevent drying.
Place two layers of waxed paper between
individual chops, steaks, and fillets so that
individual frozen pieces can be separated
easily, then wrap in freezer paper.
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BN-17487-X

Pull paper tight to drive out air;
make packages smooth to pack together snugly.

Seal seam with fold.

Fold or twist ends. Tape ends and seams.

Wrap cuts. Package ground meat in cartons or bags, or form into loaves or
patties and wrap.

BN-17484-X
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Spread packages to freeze. Turn control
to coldest position (0° F. or lower) so that
food will freeze promptly. Frost-free
freezers have a built-in fan for circulation
of air. If you do not have a built-in fan in
your home freezer, a suggested method for
speeding up freezing is to place a small
electric fan in the freezer to keep air moving over the packages until they are reduced to storage temperature.
Store at 0° F. or lower.
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STORAGE PERIODS
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' Frozon cured meat loses quality quicldy and
should bo used as soon as possible.
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THAWING MEATS AND FISH
Most frozen meats and fish may be
cooked either with or without previous
thawing. But extra cooking time must be
allowed for meats not thawed first—just
how much will depend on the size and
shape of the cut.
Large frozen roasts may take as much
as 11/2 times as long to cook as unfrozen
cuts of the same weight and shape. Small
roasts and thin cuts, such as steaks and
chops, require less time.
Frozen fish, fillets, and steaks may be
cooked as if they were in the unfrozen form
if additional cooking time is allowed.
When fish are to be breaded and fried, or
stuffed, it is more convenient to thaw them
first to make handling easier.
Thaw frozen meats and fish in the refrigerator in their original wrappings.
For best quality, cook thawed meat and
fish immediately.
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ECONOMY
For economy, use freezer to capacity.
A well-filled freezer operates more efficiently than one that is partly filled.

QUALITY
For quality, keep foods moving in and
out of the freezer. Put food in freezer
frequently. Take food out regularly and
within the recommended storage period.

CONVENIENCE
For convenience, you may want to keep
a record of frozen foods in storage. Enter in this record the date a food went into
the freezer and the date by which it should
be used. When you take the food out,
cross out the entry. Place the record near
the freezer for easy reference.
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MOIIK INFORMATION
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